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	Introduction to SQL: Mastering the Relational Database Language (4th Edition), 9780321305961 (0321305965), Addison Wesley, 2006
The Classic SQL Tutorial: Fully Updated for Today's Standards and Today's Top Databases

For twenty years, van der Lans' Introduction to SQL has been the definitive SQL tutorial for database professionals everywhere, regardless of experience or platform. Now van der Lans has systematically updated this classic guide to reflect the latest SQL standards and the newest versions of today's leading RDBMSs: Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, DB2, and MySQL.

Using case study examples and hands-on exercises, van der Lans illuminates every key SQL concept, technique, and statement. Drawing on decades of experience as an SQL standards team member and enterprise consultant, he reveals exactly why SQL works as it doesand how to get the most out of it. You'll gain powerful insight into everything from basic queries to stored procedures, transactions to data security. Whether you're a programmer or DBA, a student or veteran, this book will take you from "apprentice" to true SQL master.

	
       Writing queries and updating data: all you need to know about SELECT

    
	
       Working with joins, functions, and subqueries

    
	
       Creating database objects: tables, indexes, views, and more

    
	
       Specifying keys and other integrity constraints

    
	
       Using indexes to improve efficiency

    
	
       Enforcing security via passwords and privileges

    
	
       Building stored procedures and triggers

    
	
       Developing with embedded SQL and ODBC

    
	
       Working with transactions, including rollbacks, savepoints, isolation levels, and more

    
	
       Optimizing performance by reformulating SQL statements

    
	
       Using object-relational features: subtables, references, sets, and user-defined data types

    
	
       Reference section: SQL statement definitions and SQL function lists
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Hacking: The Art of Exploitation, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2008
Hacking is the art of creative problem solving, whether that means finding an unconventional solution to a difficult problem or exploiting holes in sloppy programming. Many people call themselves hackers, but few have the strong technical foundation needed to really push the envelope.
  Rather than merely showing how to run existing exploits,...


		

Programming Windows Server 2003Manning Publications, 2003
This book focuses mainly on the new features of Windows Server 2003 and how you
can integrate them into your existing infrastructure. These new changes heavily revolve
around COM+, IIS 6, and web services.
New features have been added to COM+ so that your applications (COM+ components)
are much more stable and secure. Some of...

		

Developing Analytic Talent: Becoming a Data ScientistJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Learn what it takes to succeed in the the most in-demand tech job


	Harvard Business Review calls it the sexiest tech job of the 21st century. Data scientists are in demand, and this unique book shows you exactly what employers want and the skill set that separates the quality data scientist from other talented IT...





	

The Cucumber for Java Book: Behaviour-Driven Development for Testers and DevelopersPragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		Teams working on the JVM can now say goodbye forever to misunderstood requirements, tedious manual acceptance tests, and out-of-date documentation. Cucumber - the popular, open-source tool that helps teams communicate more effectively with their customers - now has a Java version, and our bestselling Cucumber Book has been...



		

Gender in International RelationsColumbia University Press, 1992
As a scholar and teacher of international relations, I have frequently asked myself the following questions: Why are there so few women in my discipline? If I teach the field as it is conventionally defined, why are there so few readings by women to assign to my students? Why is the subject matter of my discipline so distant from women's lived...

		

Fundamentals of Electric CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Alexander and Sadiku's third edition of Fundamentals of Electric Circuits continues in the spirit of its successful previous editions, with the objective of presenting circuit analysis in a manner that is clearer, more interesting, and easier to understand than the other texts in the market. Students are introduced to the sound,...
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